
Recent years have witnessed phenomenal change infield of 

education.

The educationist has modified the curriculum keeping in 

mind the need of the day.

Dentistry has change its design and momentum as per 

requirement of today need for modern education and training 

facilities to budding dentist.

In line with vision of regulatory body of Dental education in 

India, the Publication of Research work, Review article & 

Case Reports is mandatory in reputed journals.

The majority of article  which are  there in the journal present 

new data or ideas.

The Author with standard research articles,  will present their 

own work, including methods and results. However, given the 

nature of this journal, authors may  provide more context and 

discussion than is typical of a standard research article, 

resulting in a paper with more review-like features.

Research articles Published in the journal are in the context of 

the wider issue and be accessible and of interest to a broad 

audience. The editors should examine while reviewing paper 

that an element of looking forward towards the future of the 

field, as well as content to excite the reader about the 

possibilities of research in this area is a key motto of the paper. 

The format of research articles is flexible, and could also 

include hypothesis papers, synthesis articles, meta-analyses, 

methods papers, replications, policy papers etc., as long as 

they provide a useful and interesting contribution to the issue 

as a whole. It is also important to include some review articles 

in the issue, which explain the implications of the topic to 

other areas of science. This helps to ensure that the 

publication appeals to a wide audience, and to explain the 

value of the field to other specific areas. Reviews must offer a 

novel, interesting insight into the subject area. They will tend 

to generate innovative and testable ideas, and include 
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constructive discussions and/or critiques of the field. Authors 

are welcome to include new data within review articles if 

appropriate.

The Dental College of Aligarh Muslim University is 

publishing its own journal for providing the platform to 

Dental persons for publishing their research work and clinical 

Reports. The publications done in this Journal stand parallel 

to the standard of international  Journal. The  editorial team 

including Prof. N. D. Gupta Chief Editor of this journal is 

very dedicated and Very professional towards the Scrutiny of 

articles and its acceptance before Publication. In coming 

Days I hope that this journal will be most accepted journal for 

many of the researchers for Publication of their articles.
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